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LIFE’S A
BEACH—
NO MATTER
WHERE
YOU LIVE

F

ew of us have the luxury of a water view, but that doesn’t mean we
can’t go a little coastal now and then. There’s just so much design inspiration in the place where sea meets shore. From natural elements and
weathered textures to shells, sand dollars, and sun-washed finishes, it’s
easy to fall in love with such a relaxed vibe. We certainly did.
We love to incorporate driftwood-inspired accent pieces that bring
a seaside vacation back home. They add natural elements to a space and instantly
remind us of late-night bonfires on the beach. Wood pendant lights and whitewashed,
hand-lathed candlesticks offer texture and a chic, rustic, sun-washed vibe. For a
whimsical touch, throw in some mementos of summery sports like badminton rackets
or the limited edition Oxton oars in the corner.
Artwork can instantly bring a pop of color and nature indoors. An elegant print like
our Cloudscape Ochre giclée on canvas soothes the senses and creates an aura of calm
in any space, no matter the style. We set it in a weathered white barnwood frame.
Using frames in tones similar to your wall color will help draw the eye into the picture.
And don’t forget to add a bit of green. Plants, real or faux, are most welcome in a
summer-loving space like this.
There’s no easier way to add texture and movement to your room and bring the
outside in than with accents. Look for baskets, boxes, interesting objects, and even
practical elements like lamps as opportunities to explore beachy style. (The natural
Seagrass table lamp shown here is woven by hand over a metal frame.) Compliment
nature’s neutral palette with found objects like seashells, starfish, or sea glass. A glass
hurricane, bowl, or apothecary jar is the perfect home for this kind of display.
Pretty can be practical, too! While you’re adding texture with those boxes and
baskets, you’re also creating new space for flip-flops, towels, and beach blankets – or
books, magazines, pet toys, and throws. Hallmarks of quality in a woven piece include
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where sea
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smooth finishes
with loose ends that
poke and stick. The
rushes that make up
our Bailey and Flo
baskets (Flo is shown
here.) are harvested
by hand with scythes
and knives, then dried
in the sun and woven
by hand. Each basket
is an expression of
the great skill of the
artisan who made it.
No two are the same.
And probably most
important of all in a
storage piece, they’re
sturdy and strong.u
Ethan Allen designers
are ready to help you
bring a beachy vibe to
your home. No matter
how much help you ask
for, our design services
are always free! For
inspiration and ideas,
visit www.ethanallen.com
or our two local Design
Centers: 5717 Dillard
Drive in Cary, 919-2339190, and 4380 Lassiter
at North Hills Avenue in
Raleigh, 919-781-9431.
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